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AT A GLANCE: Proposals
This chapter discusses the audience for, the management and organization
of, and the rwiting strategies used to develop the following kinds of
proposals:
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Intemal proposals / 450
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Formal / 450

Externalproposals / 458
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Routine / 450

Solicited / 458

Unsolicited / 458
Grant and research / 463
Sales / 471

Time-sensitive proposals

I 484

Requests forproposals / 486

document written to persuade members of an organization that what is proposed
a problem or fulfilling a need. To succeed, the proposal must,
therefore, convince your audience that they need what you are proposing, that it is practical and
appropriate, and that you are the right person or organization to provide the proposed product
or service. To persuade your organization's management to make a change or an improvement
or perhaps to fund a project you wotrld like to launch, you would write an internal proposal.To
persuade someone outside yoff company to purchase your product or service, you would vwite
an extemal proposal, such as a sales proposal. A grant proposal, another typ€ of extemal proposal,
requests funding to perform a task solicited by a nonprofit organization, such as a government
agency, research foundation, or educational institution.
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IN THE WORKPLACE

Licensed mental health counsetor Sarah Schwerdel emphasizes the importance of grant
I
proposats to her agency's counseling services: "When writing a proposa[. . . have a
i
ctear idea of key concepts, as we[[ as strategies and goats you are hoping to achieve. i
The proposal needs to be thorough and supported by retevant
i
i

very

research."
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,ii Planning

and Writing Proposals

Regardless of the type of proposal you

write-internal, external,

sales, or

grant-

begin by considering whether your company or organization can complete the
project being proposed. Do you have the right staff expertise and facilities to address
questions about your competence to complete the project effectively, on time, and
within the agreed-on budget? If not, can you get the necessary help elsewhere? If
you can perform the task required, you are ready to plan and draft the proposal.

Audience and Purpose
Put yourself in your readers' position-ask what their needs and goals are and
how your proposal can benefit them or their institution. Consider what information would convince you to make the decision you are asking them to make. Then,
being as specific as possible, provide the following:

1. Sufficient background information to describe the extent of the problem
(if the information is based on research, cite your sources)

2. The methods or optional approaches to be used in achieving the proposed
solution
3. Information about equipment, materials, and staff requirements
4. An itemized list of costs
5. A schedule for completing the project broken down into separate tasks
Each of these items is central for a persuasive and complete proposal; you can
see detailed examples of each in the figures later in this chapter. As you consider
what your readers will want to know, also assess their positions in the organization

reviewing your proposal. You will have more than one reader because proposals
usually require more than one level of review and approval. Each will assess the
proposal from the perspective of his or her responsibilities in the organization.

.

Executiues and other high-level decision makers, for example, will want to
know the long-term benefits of what you propose, as well as the amount of

money, the number of personnel, and the timetable that your plan requires.
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Writing Proposals
Managers will need to evaluate your credibility and consider howyour
plan addresses their problem. They will also need to know how they
would put your plan into action. They would be responsible for site
preparation, staff training and motivation, and the schedule.

ON THE WEB

Technical staffwill need even more information on how to put your plan
to work and will focus on the sections in your proposal that cover your
previous experience and the proposed detailed solution, including the
work plan, schedule, blueprints, and diagrams.

For more help with
writing proposals, go to

bedfordstmartins.com
/writingthatworks and
select Chapter

13.

Writing Proposals
your audience a manager within your organization (for an internal proposal)
',: ls
or a potential customer outside your organization (for an external proposal)?
'.: Does your proposal answer clearly the following questions?

-

What problem does your proposal address?
What do you propose to do?
What benefits does your proposed plan offer?
How will you implement your plan?
How much do you estimate your plan will cost?
When will you begin and how long will it take?

your proposal address the functional needs of those who must evaluate it
by including

:.4- Does

-

A summary in nontechnical language for decision makers?
A description of the proposed solution, budget. schedule, and training
requirements for managers?

-

Technical details and visuals of the proposed solution for the specialists who
must assess your degree of expertise to perform the work?

r=

ls the language professional and respectful?

:.i

ls the proposal written, organized, and submitted exactly as specified in the

=

Have you carefully revised repurposed material

request for proposals?

from other relevant workplace

sources to fit seamlessly into the proposal?

Project Management
Companies that depend on the work generated by proposals are frequently faced
with the need to prepare high-quality, persuasive proposals under tight deadlines.
To meet these aims, companies assemble proposal-writing teams. Collaborative
teams like these are usually headed by a project leader to guide the process, organize the content, and ensure that the deadline is met.

Planning and Writing Proposals
The team begins by creating a broad outline of the proposal, dividing it into
sections, and ensuring that each section is assigned to a team member on the
basis of subject-area expertise. The team also searches the company's files for
existing content-such as standard language for a product description or staff
r6sum6s-that can be adapted for the proposal under way. The project manager
then establishes a schedule that includes due dates for drafts of each section,
reviews of the drafts, a revision cycle, management review, and preparation of
the final proposal.
Each member of the team is responsible for researching and drafting his or
her assigned segment of the document. Keeping the client's needs and the proposal's purpose in mind, each member should review the other team members'
work and offer advice to help improve it.
Individual writers then evaluate their colleagues' reviews and accept, reject,
or build on their suggestions. rvVhen each segment is finalized, the project manager consolidates all of the completed drafts into a final master copy.
For additional guidance on preparing a proposal on a tight schedule, see
Meeting the Deadline: The Time-Sensitive Proposal on pages 484-486.

Repurposing Content (Boi lerplate)
Repurposing is the copying or converting of existing content, such as written
text and visuals, from one document into another for a different purpose. In the
workplace, this process saves time because content that often requires substantial
effort to develop need not be re-created for each new use.
The process of repurposing may be as simple as copying and pasting content
from one document to another. Note, however, that content can be repurposed
exactly as it is written only if it fits the scope, audience, and purpose of the new
document. If not, adapt the content to fit its new context. If you are writing a sales
proposal, for example, and you need to describe the specifications of a product,
you may be able to use the same specifications posted at your company's Web
site. For narrative content, however, you may need to adapt the verb tense, voice,
tone, and point of view to fit the context of a proposal aimed to persuade a potential customer.r Discuss sources of existing material useful to your proposal in
team planning meetings and store them in electronic folders, on network drives,
or on internal Web sites for sharing with other team members. If your organization relies on a content management system to house its written materials,
consider using it as a source for content relevant to your proposal before writing
your proposal. A content management system quickly enables various boilerplate
snippets to be easily integrated into multiple documents, formats, and transmittal
methods.
rThe reuse ofstandard texts or content in workplace publications is often referred to as "singlesource publishing" or simply "single sourcing." See <w11
Traditionally, such
^/.stcsig.org/ss>.
reuse ofstandard content has been referred to as "boilerplate."
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oueruiew ofthe

collaboratiue writing
process, see Chapter 5,
Collab o r a t iu e Writ ing.
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Writing Proposals

ETHICS NOTE
ln the workplace, repurposing content within an organization does not violate
copyright because the organization owns the information it creates and can share
it freely across the company. Likewise, a writer in an organization may use and
repurpose material in the public domain and, with limitations. content that is licensed

tt, See pages 184-190 in
Chapter 6, Researching

Your Subject.

under Creative Commons, as described at <http://creativecommons"org/about>.
Be sure to credit the source for public domain or Creative Commons content, however.
ln the classroom, of course, the use of content or someone else's unique ideas
without acknowledgment, or the use of someone else's exact words without quotation
marks and appropriate credit, is plagiarism.
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Writing Proposals with a Team
r' Hold a planning meeting with the proposal
r'
r'

team to assign work and establish
due dates for all tasks.
Assign a team member to each section to ensure that it is complete, is
consistent, and complies with the requirements of the request for proposals.
Set priorities so that the most important sections of the proposal receive
adequate attention and are on schedule.

r'

Delegate work to ensure that subject-area experts are available within the
schedule established and that those team members best able to conduct
interviews are available to do so.

r'

Schedule the project so that work begins on the sections that will take the
longest. encouraging team members to work on as many sections as possible

simultaneously.

r'

r'
r'
r'

Repurpose existing content as extensively as possible, being careful to adapt it
to the prospective customer.
Schedule periodic meetings, videoconferences, or draft exchanges with other
team members to allow for reviews.
Select the best medium to communicate among proposal team members.
Track the status of each part of the proposal carefully, sending periodic reminders
about upcoming deadlines.

0rganization
Any proposal-whether it is internal or external or whether it is short and uncomplicated or long and complex-should be planned and organized carefully. The
organization of internal proposals varies according to topic and scope of coverage.
Figures 13-1 through l3-5 on pages 45I-457 illustrate two typical examples. For
external or grant proposals, follow guidance in the request for proposals exactly
when organizing the proposal. (See Requests for Proposals on pages 486-489.)
Many organizations now have internal document repositories that keep sam-

ples of previously written proposals on file. Consider reviewing these as you
research and organize materials to write your own proposal. In addition, manyWeb
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sites also provide excellent examples of successful proposals useful to reference in
your preparation phase. The samples throughout this chapter are representative of
proposals used in a variety of workplace settings.

Persuasive Writing
A proposal, by definition, is persuasive writing because you are attempting either
to convince your readers to do something or to believe that you are the right person or firm to provide a product or service. Your goal is to prove to your readers
that they need what you are proposing to do and that it is practical and appropriate. For an unsolicited proposal, you may even need to convince your readers
that they have a problem serious enough to require a solution. You would then
offer your solution by first building a convincing case, demonstrating the validity
of your approach. (Unsolicited proposals are discussed beginning on page 458.)
In persuasive writing, how you present your ideas is as important as the ideas
themselves. Avoid ambiguity; do not wander from your main point; and, above
all, never make false claims. Support your appeal with relevant facts, statistics,

and examples. Your supporting evidence must lead logically, even inevitably,
to your conclusions and your proposed solution-that is, begin with the most
important evidence and end with valid but secondary evidence. Finally, cite the
relevant sources of information used to support your position. Doing so gives
your arguments strong credibility.

ETHICS NOTE
As you develop the points in your proposal, be careful to acknowledge any contradictory evidence or potentially conflicting opinions; doing so allows you to anticipate and
overcome objections to your proposal and even helps you to support your argument.
By acknowledging negative details or opposing views, you not only gain credibility but

The tone of your proposal should be positive, confident, and tactful. The following example, addressed to the Qualtron Corporation, is inappropriate because
of its condescending tone:

)

The Qualtron Corporation needs to consider the potential problem ofnot having
backup equipment available when a commercial power failure occurs. The corporation would also be wise indeed to give a great deal more consideration to the volume
of output expected per machine.

The following version of the same passage is positive, confident, and tactful:

)

To prevent damage to essential Qualtron equipment in the event of a commercial power
failure, we recommend a system redesign to upgrade Qualtron's existing backup power
supply. The backup configuration proposed is based on a technical analysis ofthe
output of each machine and takes into account future system grorn'th. For example, . . .

", For a detailed
iew of re s earching
and citing euid.ence and.
supporting infomation, see Chapter 6,
Researching Your
ou eru

Subject.
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WRITER'S CH ECKLIST
Writing Persuasive Proposals
r' Analyze your audience carefully to determine how to best meet their needs or
ON THE WEB
Proposa l-ma nagement

software is becoming
increasingly popular
in companies that
manage frequent and

r'
r'

extensive proposalwriting projects. Such
software allows businesses to automate
the more routine tasks
while easily tracking

r'

multiple versions. For

r'
r'

links to proposalmanagement software,
see bedfordstmartins

r'

.com/writin gthatworks
and select Web Links,
Chapter 13.

r'

requirements. lf you are responding to a request for proposals, be sure to meet
each of the written requirements or suggested points of response'
Write a concise purpose statement to clarify your proposal's goals.
Emphasize the proposal's benefits to readers and anticipate their questions or
objections.
lncorporate evidence to support the claims of your proposal, being careful to
cite your sources.
Divide the writing task into manageable segments and develop a work schedule
that provides adequate time for revision and review.
Review the descriptions of proposal sections and their uses in this chapter.
Unless the request for proposals requires an electronic submission via specific
software or templates, select an appropriate, visually appealing format (see
Chapter 7, Designing Effective Documents and Visuals).
Use a confident, positive tone throughout the proposal.

,", Internal Proposals
i: The telecommuting
proposal by Christine
Thomas (see Figure 1-7
on page 22) is an
example ofan internal

proposal.

The purpose of an internal proposal is to suggest a change or an improvement
within an organization. An internal proposal, often in e-memo format, is sent to
a supericr within the organization who has the authority to accept or reject the
proposal. Internal proposals are tlpically reviewed by one or more departments for
cost, practicality, and potential benefits. Two common types of internal proposalsroutine and formal-are often distinguished from each other by the frequencywith
which they are written and by the degree of change proposed.

Routi ne Intern

al Proposals

Routine internal proposals are the most frequent type of proposal and typically
include small spending requests, requests for permission to hire new employees
or to recommend current employees for an award or a bonus, and requests to
attend conferences or purchase new equipment. In writing routine proposals,
highlight any key benefits to be realized.
Figure 13-l shows a typical internal proposal. It was wtitten as a memo by
a plant safety officer to the plant superintendent and recommends changes in
specific safety practices at the company.

Formal Internal Proposals
Formal internal proposals often involve requests to commit relatively large sums
of money. They are usually organized into sections that describe a problem, propose one or more solutions, recommend one solution, and offer to implement

